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1. Employment cultures are changing, traditional organizations are being challenged by newer and younger brands, and employee engagement is a point eater to address.
   - True
   - False
   No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: True

2. Creative people usually favor idea generation, but they enjoy tests the implementation of their ideas.
   - Working Style
   - Ideas
   - Environment
   - Brand
   No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Ideas

3. Creating the Climate where innovation and enterprise can flourish is a very important stage in the
   - Team Processes
   - Business Processes
   - Innovation Processes
   - Outsourcing Processes
   No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Innovation Processes

4. In a large organization, a good idea from one department or region can be shared and modified to meet this.
   - Operational and cultural demands
   - HR Demands
   - Economic Demands
   - Ethical Demands
   No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Economic demands

5. Evaluating Options and Decision Making represent a very significant stage in the creative process
   - Training evaluation process
   - Creative process
   - Decision-making process
   - Human Resource Planning Process
   No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Decision-making process

6. The need for organizations to harness the talents and enthusiasm of all employees is vital in creating a workforce that is
   - Satisfied
   - Retention of workers
   - Engaged and motivated
   - Empowering Workplace
   No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Engaged and motivated

7. The establishment of a coach–coach’s relationship which is resonant—inspiring, inspiring, and energizing—appears to be key to the sustainability of any change or learning effort Systematic.
   - True
   - False
   No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: True

8. Third stage Discovery Phase of ICT
   - The Real Self
   - Setting a Learning Agenda
   - Experimentation and Practice
   - Building Resource Relationships
   No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Setting a Learning Agenda

9. The precise emotional triggers include
   - Learning
   - Learning and Outilikas
   - Development
   - Performance
   No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Learning and Outilikas

10. Openness to ideas and a decrease of stress and anxiety on the part of the coaches, and allow them to explore possibilities and move toward their ideal self.
    - True
    - False
    No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
    Accepted Answers: True